
World Literature 12

MCC Summer Reading Policy 2021-2022

Muskegon Catholic Central English department provides a solid college preparation program for all its

students, taking great measures to ensure that each student has multiple opportunities to spend time reading

independently from the course they are registered for.  As a department we are ever changing in order to better

fit the needs of our students, and the more rigorous expectations they will have from year to year.

 All students, grades 7 -12, will be required to complete an independent reading assignment.  This assignment

will be created specifically for the course that the student is registered for, no matter if first or second semester.

This year, each grade level will have the opportunity to read a book of their choice; this "choice" will vary

depending on the level of the course (see instructions on grade appropriate extended reading assignment).  As

the goal of the English department is to encourage a love and an appreciation of reading; therefore, creating

class libraries of contemporary material for students to access is a priority.  Therefore, the choice text must be

purchased as each respective English teacher will be collecting the "choice" text from each student to add to

class libraries.  Students are encouraged to search for texts online that can be purchased at a reduced cost.    

ALL ASSIGNMENTS can be accessed by current students via Google Classroom code:kw5h62m

AND by anyone on the MCC website. Mrs. Silva will be available to answer questions via email:

ksilva@muskegoncatholic.org

WL 12: Research Project

For seniors summer reading is a little different than your previous experiences. This summer your reading

assignments will be the beginning of a research project. The WL 12 Research Project is designed as project

based learning (PBL) where you will choose, read, research, and create based on a group of texts unified by a

common topic/theme/claim.

The Texts: This summer, you will read a text selected from the list below or come up with another option that

meets the criteria of the texts listed. Please see Mrs. Silva to discuss this option. In addition, by the first day of

class (Trimester 2), everyone will have read, The Bitter Side of Sweet.  Once class begins you will read a third

“choice” text during SSR that must be related in some meaningful way (topic/theme/claim) to The Bitter Side

of Sweet and the “choice” text you will read this summer.

LATE ASSIGNMENTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. All “choice” texts must be at an

upperclassmen or above reading level and approved by Mrs. Silva.

Summer Reading Assignment #1 (due June 14, 2021):

Option 1: Select a “choice” text from the nonfiction selections shared during class the last week of

school. You may borrow the text over the summer, but you are responsible for returning it by the first

day of school or replacing it by purchasing a new copy.

Option 2: Do some research and select a “choice” NONFICTION text written by an author who is NOT

American.

Post your selection on Google Classroom by June 14, 2021.

NOTE: Email Mrs. Silva by the date above if you can’t access Google Classroom.

Summer Reading Assignment #2 (due no later than the FIRST DAY of SCHOOL):

1. Read the “choice” text selected and approved by Mrs. Silva.
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2. Compile a HANDWRITTEN Story Record for the text you selected and drop it off to Mrs. Silva on the

first day of school.

*A story record is a listing of important moments in a text and it should track important details about the plot,

character, setting, dialogue, etc… Each story record should contain at least 40 entries with specific page

numbers for each entry (see attached example). Since you may not know what is important until you start

writing in the winter, include as many details as you can so that your story record will be the most helpful when

you return to them.

Extended Reading Assignment #3- (due on the first day of CLASS in Trimester 2): Read

The Bitter Side of Sweet and then complete the assignment below in Google Classroom. I suggest you go over

the assignment BEFORE beginning the text. During the second trimester, you will meet with Mrs. Silva to

further define your topic/theme and project.

Assignment: Complete the following tasks by the first day of class second semester:

1. Read The Bitter Side of Sweet and compile a HANDWRITTEN Story Record for the novel.

2. In Classroom Create a draft of a thesis that connects The Bitter Side of Sweet and the “choice” text you

read for assignment #1 to a common topic/theme/claim.

3. Create a paragraph that discusses the thesis and presents some further questions or ideas for study.

*Please remember that all your work must be on your own- no outside sources may be used!

Fifteen-year-old Amadou counts the things that

matter. For two years what has mattered are the

number of cacao pods he and his younger brother,

Seydou, can chop down in a day. The higher the

number the safer they are. The higher the number

the closer they are to paying off their debt and

returning home. Maybe. The problem is Amadou

doesn’t know how much he and Seydou owe, and the

bosses won’t tell him. The boys only wanted to make

money to help their impoverished family, instead

they were tricked into forced labor on a plantation in

the Ivory Coast. With no hope of escape, all they can

do is try their best to stay alive—until Khadija comes

into their lives.

Note: The novel is available at Amazon. Also, you may check it out via any Muskegon Public Library

Branch. In addition, I have a few copies available to lend on a first come first serve basis.

IMPORTANT: You may donate The Bitter Side of Sweet or your 3rd text during

trimester 2 if you borrow one of Mrs. Silva’s books over the summer.




